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The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Book in the World Book 2 is the second in a series of connect-the-dot

books which stand apart because of their complexity and variety. As in Book 1, there are traditional

dot-to-dots as well as unique innovations and variations for those who can count into the hundreds

and follow simple instructions. Readers will appreciate the fact that you can't tell what the images

are before you start as well as the playful challenges that maintain excitement throughout this book

of all new puzzles. This fun and relaxing book will entertain young and old alike! Ages 8-adult.
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A Note from the AuthorConnect-the-dot puzzles are a fun, quiet activity that I always enjoyed as a

child. As an adult, I found that all the books available were for young children just learning their

numbers, with drawings that gave away the final pictures.Being a lifelong puzzle fan, I thought it

would be fun to design a sophisticated and challenging dot-to-dot book for older kids. My objective

was to create a magical dot-to-dot experience, not only by increasing the numbers and image

quality, but also by inventing new and refreshing ways of creating pictures.Adults repeatedly tell me,

"I used to love dot-to-dots as a kid!"One of the most satisfying surprises is that grown-ups enjoy the

puzzles as much as kids. It is also exciting to hear of the numerous ways that the books have been



used for teaching and rehabilitation.The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Books have won multiple awards and

the puzzles can be found all over the world in newspapers, magazines, catalogs, various stores and

on the Internet. I&apos;d like to think it&apos;s because I&apos;ve tried to push dot-to-dots to a new

and unexpected level, striving to create a modern day dot-to-dot revolution!Have fun!

Images Appear Like Magic!A relaxing and fun book for anyone who knows how to count. Connect

the dots in this challenging collection of dot-to-dots and dot-to-dot variations for surprises that will

entertain young and old alike.Hours of fun for everyone!Great for:* Vacations* Souvenirs* Traveling*

Puzzle Lovers* Coloring

Book 1 in this series is more like the Super Challenge books. I loved Book 1. It is a great mix of the

easy and not-so-easy.So,when Book 2 arrived I was disappointed! It seems to be the easy and the

very easy. There is nothing wrong withthat if Book 1 had been done in a similar manner. It just really

took me by surprise!I agree with other reviewers who say Book 2 is great for travel. The puzzles are

more easily solved and less intense thanthose in Book 1. I don't know why the two books differ so

much in format. That being said, kudos to Mr. Kalvitis for the bestlayout of any other dot-to-dot book

I've seen. If you are brand new to the series, I recommend that you do Book 2 first andthen go for

Book 1.Please note: It has been graciously been pointed out to me that I was wrote this review

based on "Adventure" Book 1.The best thing I can suggest is to absolutely disregard the above

review!!!!

This whole series is great--can't point to one better than the other. Lots of fun. I see that there are

other dot to dots on the market recently so maybe we (the whole family enjoys these) will try another

series when finished with these but I'll tell you I much prefer this to coloring, which does not relax

me at all! I get all tore up with symmetry when coloring intricate designs and it feels like a job. These

are waaay more fun.

This series is one I have owned for years. SO fun for "kids" of every age -- bought initially for

"tween" nieces and nephews who visited regularly and were "bored" with the adult conversations.

Puzzles are challenging but not impossible. I definitely recommend buying all the set!

busy, busy, busy little hands.My youngest son has hit this energetic phase where he must be

DOING (and narrating) contantly. Busy, busy, busy little child. He is not old enough yet to have the



unsupervised run of the neighborhood, but I need a break from teaching him life activities:

woodworking, baking, cleaning, yard chores. Little Mister can sit near me dot-to-dotting while I get

something done. This book keeps him fascinated and the pictures are really cool. We bought the

first three books in this series.Little Mister is eight.

So much fun. So hard that I have bought the book several times and still have problems doing them.

Great for our 7 year old. We keep this in the car to do during long drives.

Our kids -and even adults around our house - love these books.

I am an artist and this dot to dot series is top notch! I had always looked for an artisitc dot to dot,

and these fit the bill. Each design is complex and the designer makes effort to keep the image a

mystery until you are near completion. It is great mindless fun and very relaxing. Great for

youngsters also, as they would be a challenge for them, and a very high end artful experience, not

the simple dot to dots they may be used to.
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